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Figure 1: The Defense Mapping Agency’s Powerscene system in operation. 
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Figure 2: Ambassador Holbrooke views a ‘fly-through’ on DMA’s Powerscene while President Milosovic 
of Serbia and LTG Clarke review boundary proposals. 
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Powerscene has generated a great deal of interest in both military and government circles. Future military uses 
include improved target selection, mission planning and rehearsal, and remote terrain reconnaissance. An 
improvement currently under study is the potential for ‘real-time’ reconnaissance and observation by down-
linking Joint Surveillance Target Attack Radar System (JSTARS) aircraft data and other intelligence inputs. The 
US State Department has expressed interest in using Powerscene in the investigation of mass grave sites and 
other possible war crimes sites as well as for future conflict resolution negotiations involving boundaries. 

Colonel Richard G. Johnson, one of the officers who ran Powerscene at Dayton (and also the Commander and 
Acting Director of the US Army Topographic Engineering Center), suggest that the digital mapping technologies 
of which Powerscene is only a part can revolutionise boundary making in several ways. Digital systems allow 
related factors (such as prior boundary information, force dispositions, political or ethnic data, etc.) to be 
explored with assurance of co-registration at any level of detail while allowing computations (such as allocated 
percentage of area) to be performed rapidly and consistently. Additionally, the cycle time from agreement on a 
negotiating point to having an authoritative document or display is dramatically shortened, and the results of 
agreements can be rapidly and consistently transferred to computer systems, paper maps, or even to surveyors 
responsible for monumenting demarcation lines on the ground. 

The Dayton agreement has provided a glimpse at the possible future role of geographic technology in solving 
territorial disputes and drawing new political boundaries. The essential stages of boundary making are 
compressed, with definition and delimitation virtually merging into one step, and demarcation and administration 
following an agreement within days and also similarly merged. Powerscene applied to boundary making in 
Bosnia has created a time/space convergence that has the potential to revolutionise both future boundary making 
and the way political geographers will study it. 
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